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Purpose

Overview
The Savvi Ceramic Product Line

Standard Parts Work in Multiple Locations

Real-World Performance and Implementation

Stays in Tune

This document provides information for incorporating Ethertronics’ Savvi™ embedded ceramic antennas into wireless 
products. Specifications, design recommendations, board layout, packaging and manufacturing recommendations are 
included.
This document is divided into two parts: a main section and appendices. The main section addresses points and issues 
common to all products. The appendices provide product-specific information.

The Savvi series of antennas, listed below, represents a new category of small form factor, internal antennas. Some 
Savvi antennas, developed for the same application, come in more than one form factor. These provide additional 
flexibility for designers, for instance, a much smaller size where slightly less performance is acceptable. Ethertronics 
antennas utilize proprietary and patented Isolated Magnetic Dipole (IMD) technology to meet the needs of device 
designers for higher functionality and performance in smaller/thinner designs.

High isolation also means a single part can be used for a variety of PCB sizes and in 
a variety of positions on the PCB. If re-tuning is required, it can be done by slightly 
changing the antenna ground clearance area on the PCB.
The GPS antenna should be located on the longest size of the PCB for best 
performance. Other Savvi antennas can be located along any edge.

Ceramic antennas may look alike on the outside, but the important difference 
is inside. Other antennas may contain simple PIFA or monopole designs that 
interact with their surroundings, complicating layout or changing performance 
with user position. Ethertronics’ antennas utilize patented IMD technology to 
deliver a unique size and performance combination.

IMD technology provides superior RF field containment, so antennas resist 
de-tuning to provide a robust radio link regardless of the usage position. 
Other antennas may experience substantial frequency shifts, and lowered 
performance, when held by users or placed next to the head.

Additional antennas are under development, please see Ethertronics’ Website,or ask your Ethertronics 
sales person about additional products to meet your needs.

Part Number Frequency Application Size

M310220 2.4 - 2.5 GHz Bluetooth 3 x 1.5 x 1.08 mm

M620720 868 - 870 MHz / 902 MHz ISM 6 x 2 x 1.10 mm

M830120 1.575 GHz GPS 8 x 3 x 1.38 mm

M830320 2.4 - 2.5 GHz Bluetooth 8 x 3 x 1.38 mm

M830520 2.4 - 2.5 GHz WLAN 8 x 3 x 1.38 mm

100318
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Smallest Effective Size

High Performance

Features, Advantages and Benefits Summar

IMD Technology: How it works

A ceramic dielectric leads to a small physical size. However, unlike antennas using other 
technologies, IMD antennas require minimal ground clearance and keep-out areas for surrounding 
components. This can lead to a smaller “effective” size when all factors are taken into account. 
In addition to a small “x,y” footprint, Savvi antennas have very low component height to enable 
ultra- thin, end-user device designs. Multi-band antennas can be packaged in a single device, 
which further saves PCB real estate while in creasing functionality. And diversity antennas can be 
included to improve range, coverage and user experience.

IMD technology uses confinement of the electrical field to create the antenna’s 
mode. The strongly confined antenna mode reduces its coupling to the surrounding 
environment. The diagram to the right shows the electrical field created on the 
PCB ground plane for an Ethertronics IMD antenna and a PIFA (Planar Inverted 
F Antenna). Red areas indicate the highest current while blue areas signify the 
lowest. As demonstrated, currents from the IMD design are highly localized, while 
high currents are observed all the way over to the ground plane edge on the PIFA.
Ethertronics’ IMD antennas are ideally suited for wireless data devices,where 
performance, size and system costs are critical. The surface mount design and 
compact size are suited for high volume applications. Standard antenna profiles 
are available or can be configured to suit individual OEM requirements

IMD technology enables antennas with high efficiency and high selectivity. High efficiency enables 
longer range and greater design margins in end products. High selectivity eliminates the cost and PCB 
space for additional filters.
IMD technology offers important real-world advantages over other approaches. Please see our white 
paper and Website www.ethertronics.com for a full explanation.

100318

Feature Advantage Benefits
High Performance High efficiency Meet and exceed design performance specs. 

Lower design risks. Enhance end-user satisfaction. 
Potential for additional device sales.

High isolation Less interaction with surrounding components. 
Smallest effective antenna size when component 
keep out areas included. Resists de-tuning due to 
orientation on circuit board. Lowers design risk and 
time to market. One antenna part number can serve 
multiple designs. Simplifies design and ordering.

High selectivity Eliminates need for additional band-pass filters and 
other circuitry. Saves cost and space.

Compact Size Enables design of smallest, 
thinnest product designs.

Saves board space. Fits into areas other antennas 
won’t. Increases functionality and sales potential.

Superior RF Field 
Containment

Virtually eliminates detuning due 
to device handling during use.

Better performance. Higher end-user satisfaction. 
Potential for higher sales.

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Introduction

Antenna Location

Tuning Antenna Response on the PCB

The Savvi™ line of Ethertronics’ ceramic embedded antennas can be designed into many wireless product 
types. The following sections explain Ethertronics’ recommended layouts to help the designer integrate the 
antenna into a product with optimum performance.

Recommendations for ground clearance on an antenna-by-antenna basis are provided in the 
appendix. In some cases, it may be necessary to tune the response of the antenna once it is 
placed on the PCB. This can be done by changing the ground clearance around the antenna. 
The amount of clearance along the width of the antenna is the most sensitive at effecting 
changes. Increasing ground clearance in the direction of the arrow (see Figure 8 to the left), 
lowers the frequency at which return loss peaks. (Note M830520 does not follow the above 
guidelines). Matching can also be used for additional tuning alternatives.

In order to create an optimized layout for the antenna, one must first understand the Savvi ceramic 
antenna’s unique characteristics, which enable it to offer superior performance. The antenna’s 
performance behavior is controlled by many variables in the surrounding environment. Ethertronics’ 
technical team has determined that several rules are important to take into account when designing a 
product using this antenna, see Figure 6 below:

Figure 7 at left shows the Minimum Antenna – Shield and/
or Component Distance

1. Long side of antenna must be along the edge of the ground plane.
2. Ground plane is removed from all layers below the antenna.
3. The distance from the antenna to the enclosure or plastic cover 

referred to as "Antenna – Enclosure" distance, should be 
greater than 1.5mm.

4. The distance from the antenna to relatively large perturbations, 
such as a nearby shield or large components, is referred to as 
"Antenna - Shield" distance. This distance is dependent on the 
height of surrounding components, but should not be less than 
1.5mm. See Figure 6.

5. The minimum distance from the end of antenna to either end 
of PCB is referred to as the "Antenna--PCB End" distance. 
We recommend a distance equal to or greater than 10mm, with 
better performance from larger distances. Because of IMD's high 
performance, some designs may allow for smaller distances.

100318
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Figure 9 below shows changes in response for the 12x3mm GPS/Bluetooth ceramic antenna. The size differences noted on the 
charts, such as 12.2mmx5mm, are the length and width of the ground clearance under and around the antenna. The diagram on 
the left shows changes in response to variations along the width of the antenna (these also correspond to the drawing above). The 
second chart shows changes in antenna response due to increases in ground clearance along the length of the antenna.

It is clear from the diagrams that the Bluetooth® frequency ranges 
were impacted the most. It is also clear that changes to the ground 
clearance along the width of the antenna had the most impact, 
although changes to both sides had some impact.
In the case of prototypes, it is possible to quickly experiment with 
changes by adding copper tape or strips, or removing copper around 
the antenna. See Figure 10 to the left for an example.
Tuning was done by reducing the ground plane on the Bluetooth side

100318
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The performance data contained in the appendices are based on recommended ground 
clearance, pad layouts and antenna placement. Each antenna was positioned at the 
edge of an 80mmx40mm PCB, at the middle of the longest side. The antenna feed was 
routed through a via hole to the underside of the board, and connected to a 50 ohm 
micro strip. This micro strip was routed across the short side of the board to a 50 ohm 
connector. A picture of the test board for a Bluetooth® antenna is shown in Figure 11 
to the left. The dotted line indicates the transmission line on the underside of the PCB.
This section of the application note is intended to provide information on how perfor-
mance varies outside the conditions used to measure the data in the appendices. It 
should be noted that there are variations that exist from one type of antenna to another, 

such as Bluetooth versus GPS. And combination antennas present their own special circumstances. Nevertheless, knowledge of 
how antenna placement, board size, and other factors impact performance can be helpful in making implementation decisions. 
Variations in GPS efficiency based on proximity to PCB edge
Tests were run on the 8x3mm GPS antenna to document how efficiency varied from the distance the antenna was placed from the 
right and left PCB edges, see Figure 12 below for results. Substantial efficiency increases were obtained at distances above 10mm 
from the short end of the board, with further increases obtained at increasing distances from the end. There was less efficiency 
drop off from the left end. In general, Ethertronics recommends that antennas be positioned 10mm or more from the PCB end. 
Because of the high efficiency of IMD antennas, some designs may be able to meet their performance

Increasing efficiency through board layout changes
Additional testing was done to increase efficiency and performance when the 8x3mm GPS antenna is 
placed only 3mm from the board edge. By making changes to the board layout, efficiencies greater than 
60% with 31 to 36 MHZ bandwidth can be achieved.

Distance from right edge

66% efficiency
@15mm

40 x 60mm

75% efficiency
@15mm

40 x 60mm

51% efficiency
@10mm

40 x 55mm

54% efficiency
@10mm

40 x 55mm

19% efficiency
@3mm 4
0 x 48mm

35% efficiency
@3mm 4
0 x 48mm

Distance from left edge

Performance Variation

M830120

Demo Board

Board Size:
40mm x 80mm

• Peak efficiency: 80%

• Bandwidth (-7 dB): 83MHz

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Recommended board layout change in red circle: needs to fill the gap by 0.5mm to optimize the performance.

Recommended board layout change in red circle: needs to fill the gap by 0.5mm to optimize the performance.

In summary, with minimal board layout changes, the 8x3mm GPS antenna can be optimized on the corner 
location, 3mm away from the PCB edge. Locating the antenna closer to the edge of the PCB will reduce the 
bandwidth. Location 1, Figure 14 on previous page, shows good efficiency and more bandwidth compared to 
Location 2, Figure 15 above. However, Location 2 can be avoided by placing the antenna on the bottom side of 
the PCB. This placement is the same as Location 1.
In general, Ethertronics recommends that antennas be positioned on the long side of the PCB if possible. To 
achieve the best performance, antennas should be placed in Location 1 with 10mm or more from the PCB edge.

M830120

Location 1

Location 2

Board Size:
40mm x 80mm

Board Size:
40mm x 80mm

• Peak efficiency: 67%

• Bandwidth (-7 dB): 36MHz

• Peak efficiency: 48%

• Bandwidth (-7 dB): 24MHz

M830120

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Performance variations based on antenna orientation

Tests were run at different positions on a 40x80mm PCB using the 12x3mm GPS/Bluetooth 
dual band antenna (see placement in Figure 16 to the left an d results in Figures 17 and 18 
below). Test findings indicate that GPS performance was better along the long side of the 
board. For this reason, Ethertronics recommends that GPS–only antennas be placed along 
the long PCB side—a better position for the GPS/Bluetooth antenna as well. The Bluetooth® 
antenna in the combo unit had better return loss and efficiency on the short edge. If it is 
necessary to place the combination unit on the short edge, the shift in frequency response 
can be adjusted by changing the ground clearance, per section 3.2 of this application note.

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Performance variations based on PCB board size

Conclusions were:

Impacts of board size were investigated using four different antenna placements of the 8x3mm GPS antenna. 
Antennas were placed 10mm from the top left and top right, and 10mm from upper right and upper left sides (see 
Figure 19 below for placement examples and Figure 20 below for results). The size of the PCB was varied along 
the width and length of each configuration. Note, the GPS antenna was not tested on the “short” side of the board. 
Current GPS products should always be placed on the long side of the PCB.

• Efficiency increases with overall PCB area
• Efficiency is better on rectangular PCBs than square
• Expanding the PCB along either the width or length increases efficiency
• Antenna placement on the upper right side increased efficiency 5-10% versus placement on the upper left side
• Antenna placement near the top left increased efficiency 5-10% versus placement on the top right

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Antenna performance unaffected by plastic housings

EV-Board Structures

1.2 mm ABS plastic was positioned at various distances from Ethertronics GPS and Bluetooth® 
antennas to simulate the impact that plastic covers might have on antenna performance. The result 
was negligible detuning over spacing of 1.5mm or greater (see Figure 21 below)

The following are tuning guidelines for 3x1.5mm Savvi Ceramic Antennas. These antennas require 
the use of a matching circuit for tuning.
BT EV-Board 
The Evaluation Board for Bluetooth 3x1.5mm has an antenna placed in the three different locations 
for evaluation purposes. The optimal location is the long center side. The clearance size is 7x4mm 
(see Figure 22 below).

BT Part Numbers:
• M310220 (3x1.5mm)

Figure 22

Tuning Guidelines (Savvi Antennas 3x1.5mm)

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Tuning the frequency by changing the major 
tuning component
• The frequency can be tuned across a 

broad range by changing the Capacitor 
value, see Figure 23 to the right.

See Figure 24 to the right to 
see the results of changing the 
Capacitor value on Return Loss

See Figure 25 to the right to see the 
corresponding efficiency graphs

• When the Capacitor value is 
decreased, the frequency sifts 
higher

• Varying the Capacitor value 
does not severely degrade 
efficiency

Figure 23

Figure 24

Figure 25

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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A low value Inductor can be 
used to shift the frequency 
lower; 
instead of a Capacitor. 
However, using to high of an 
inductance value will degrade 
the efficiency.

See Figure 26 to the right and 
Figure 27 below to see the 
results of changing the Inductor 
value on Return Loss and the 
corresponding Efficiency.

Figure 26

Figure 27

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Figure 30

Tuning the frequency by changing the minor 
tuning component
• VSWR and the operating bandwidth can 

be optimized by changing the Capacitor 
value.

See FIgure 29 to the right and 
Figure 30 below to see the 
results of changing the Capacitor 
value on Return Loss and the 
corresponding Efficiency.

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Figure 33

Figure 32

Performance variations based on board size

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Figure 34
Figure 35

Important, layout guidelines for correct operation of Ethertronics Savvi 
Ceramic Antennas. Please read guidelines below before laying out the antenna 
in your device. Figure 34 shows the typical antenna layout. Figure 35 shows 
Ethertronics' antenna layout.

Shorting pin and feed pin are shared in Ethertronics 
ceramic antenna

• The antenna tuning loop is formed in the PCB board.
• The feed pin and shorting pin are combined because 

it required very close proximity to achieve more 
bandwidth.

• It can relieve constraint on bottom pad layout (min. 
0.65mm distance between pads

• It shifts frequency down.

• Change loop size in Smith chart to 
control bandwidth.

• Give more separation between 
the feed and the shorting pin to 
increase loop size in Smith chart

Pad Layout Tips

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Material Specifications

Product Testing

Item Material

Metal Element Silver ink

Composite Structure Ceramic

Contact Finish Ni Au

NO Test 
Type Items Test condition Test Method

1

Environm
ent Test

High Temp 85°C ± 3°C 
120hr ± 2hr

Step 1: Test VSWR by jig 
Step 2: Put it in the chamber. 
Step 3: Test it like this picture 
             which explains temp. cycle. 
Step 4: Test VSWR after 1hr in normal 
             Temp. & normal Humidity

2 Low Temp -40°C ± 3°C 
120hr ±2hr

Step 1: Test VSWR by jig. 
Step 2: Put it in the chamber. 
Step 3: Test it like this picture which 
             explains temp. cycle. 
Step 4: Test VSWR after 1hr in normal 
             Temp. & normal Humidity

3
High Temp. 

& High 
Humidity

85°C±3°C 
RH=85% 

120hr ±2hr

Step 1: Test VSWR by jig. 
Step 2: Put it in the chamber. 
Step 3: Test it like this picture which 
             explains temp. cycle. 
Step 4: Test VSWR after 1hr in normal 
             Temp. & normal Humidity

4 Salt Spray
Naci 5% 
RH=85% 

120hr ± 2hr

Step 1: Test VSWR by jig. 
Step 2: Put it in the chamber. 
Step 3: Start test. 
Step 4: Wash the samples. 
Step 5: Test VSWR after 1hr in normal Temp. & normal Humidity

5 T
120°C PC 
RH=100% 

96hr

Step 1: Test VSWR by jig. 
Step 2: Put it in the chamber. 
Step 3: Test it like this picture which explains temp. circle. 
Step 4: Test VSWR after 1hr in normal Temp. & normal Humidity

Ethertronics' antennas comply with RoHS directives. Ethertronics' antenna undergo product qualification testing as part of 
the product development process. The following are the core tests used to qualify the Savvi™ ceramic antennas.

Table 1 Product Qualification Test

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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NO Test 
Type Items Test condition Test Method

6

Environm
ent Test

Thermal 
Shock

-40°C ± 3°C/30min, 
85°C ± 3°C/30min, 

32 cycle

Step 1: Test VSWR by jig 
Step 2: Put it in the chamber. 
Step 3: Test it like this picture which 
explains temp. cycle. 
Step 4: Test VSWR after 1hr in 
normal Temp. & normal Humidity

7

R
eflow

 Test

Reflow 
Test

Pre Heating 
200°C ± 5°C 30~60sec 

Peak Heating 
260°C ± 5°C 
30sec Max

Step 1: Put it in REFLOW 
Step 2: Test it like this picture which 
explains temp. Cycle by EV board

8

M
echanical Test

Vibration

• Frequency: 10~500hz
• Acceleration: 10*9.8m/s2 (G)
• Sweep time 15min
• X.Y.Z each 5 times

Step 1: Solder antenna on EV board. 
Step 2: Assemble EV board (+antenna) on set. 
Step 3: Test it.

9 Drop

• From 100cm height, drop 
the sample to the bottom 
18 times per one test by 
drop jig. (each 3 times on 6 
surfaces)

• Jig: using the plastic jig  
(120 ± 20G)

• Material of Bottom: Iron 
Plate

Step 1: Solder anteena on EV board 
Step 2: Assemble EV board 
(+antenna) on set. 
Step 3: Test it like this picture which 
explains how which explains how to 
do it.

10 Adhesive 
Strength

• Measure the intensity by 
pulling the sample on PCB 
fixed by SMT.

• Equipment: 
PUSH-PULL GAUGE

Step 1: Solder antenna on EV board 
Step 2: Assemble EV board 
(+antenna) on set. 
Step 3: Test it like this picture which 
explains how to do it

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Manufacturing and Assembly Guidelines
Ethertronics' ceramic antennas are designed for high volume board assembly. Because different product designs 
use different numbers and types of devices, solder paste, and circuit boards, no single manufacturing process is 
best for all PCBs. The following recommendations have been determined by Ethertronics, based on successful 
manufacturing processes.

These ceramic antennas are designed for automated pick and place surface mounting. However, as with any SMT 
device, Ethertronics antennas can be damaged by the use of excessive force during the handling or mounting 
operation.

Component Handling Recommendations

The following are some recommendations for component handling and automated mounting: 

• Pick and place machines should use mounting heads that have a compliant nozzle or force control.
• For manual mounting and handling, vacuum pens should use mounting heads that have a compliant 

nozzle or force control.

Ethertronics' antennas are not moisture sensitive and the ceramic antennas meet the requirement for a Level 1 
classification of J-STD-020A (moisture/reflow sensitivity classification for non-hermetic solid state surface mount 
devices from the Institute for Interconnecting and Packaging Electronic Circuits). Nevertheless, as a precaution 
to maintain the highest level of solderability, Ethertronics antenna are dry-packed.

(NOTE: Normal oxidation may result in a slight discoloration of the gold nickel surface. This has no effect on the 
performance of the antenna.)

Paste Stencil Recommendation

Ethertronics recommends application of paste stencil to a thickness of 0.1mm, applied to within 0.05 mm of the 
solder mask surrounding each exposed metal pad on the PCB. PCB layouts for each antenna are provided below.

Soldering Recommendations

The recommended method for soldering the antenna to the board is forced convection reflow soldering. The 
following suggestions provide information on how to optimize the reflow process for the ceramic antenna:

• Adjust the reflow duration to 
create good solder joints without 
raising the antenna temperature 
beyond the allowed maximum of 
260°C

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Glue Under/Edge Fill
Ethertronics requires using glue as an under fill for increased adhesion strength. Please contact 
Ethertronics for more information.

Recommended glue: ThreeBond 2212B or similar.

Additional Manufacturing Recommendations

Care should be taken during certain customer-specific manufacturing processes including 
PCB separation and Ultrasonic Welding to ensure these processes don’t create damage to the 
components.

Cleaning Recommendations

After the soldering process, a simple wash with de-ionized water sufficiently removes most 
residues from the PCB. Most board assembly manufacturers use either water-soluble fluxes 
with water wash, or “no clean” fluxes that do not require cleaning after reflow.

Acceptable cleaning solvents are CFC alternatives, Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA), and water. If the 
application uses other types of solvents, please consult with Ethertronics.

Cleaning processes that should be avoided are ultrasonic cleaning and any abrasive 
techniques, such as scrubbing with a cotton swab.

Rework & Removal Recommendations

There may be a need to rework or remove the antenna from the PCB. Although Ethertronics’ 
antennas are designed for ease-of-use, use care when separating them from the PCBs. 
Careless heating or removal of the antenna can cause thermal, mechanical or lead damage. 
These degradations may render the antenna useless, impeding any failure analysis and 
preventing the reuse of the device. Therefore it is recommended to observe the following 
precautions:

• The component can be reworked and soldered by hand using iron. However care 
should be used so the temperature does not exceed 260°. The soldering iron should not 
touch the composite material while soldering the leads of the antenna. 

• The component can be reworked and soldered using a hot air rework station. However, 
care should be taken to ensure that the temperature does not exceed 260°C. 

• Once the solder on the PCB is sufficiently heated, use a vaccum pen to lift the antenna 
straight up off the PCB. Avoid twisting or rotating the device while removing it.

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Tape & Reel Specifications 

Tape and Reel specifications vary with the size of the antenna. Below is a indicating the 
standard quantity per reel and box for each given antenna size.

Demo boards can be ordered through DigiKey, Mouser and Symmetry Electronics. Listed on the 
following pages are the tape and reel specifications for the various Ethertronics ceramic antennas.

Part Number Antenna Size Qty per Reel Minimum Order Qty

M310220 3x1.5 mm 1,000 1,000 / 1 Reel

M310220-01 3x1.5 mm (DEMO BOARD) (DEMO BOARD)

M620720 6x2 mm 1,000 1,000 / 1 Reel

M620720-01 6x2 mm (DEMO BOARD) (DEMO BOARD)

M830120 8x3 mm 1,000 1,000 / 1 Reel

M830120-01 8x3 mm (DEMO BOARD) (DEMO BOARD)

M830320 8x3 mm 1,000 1,000 / 1 Reel

M830320-01 8x3 mm (DEMO BOARD) (DEMO BOARD)

M830520 8x3 mm 1,000 1,000 / 1 Reel

M830520-01 8x3 mm (DEMO BOARD) (DEMO BOARD)

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Tape & Reel Specifications 
3mm x 1.5mm

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Tape & Reel Specifications 
6mm x 2mm

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Tape & Reel Specifications 
8mm x 3mm

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Product Date Code
The Savvi™ line of ceramic antennas include a printed 
code to indicate the manufacturing date. Figure 36, shows 
the date code marking and the full Part Number.

Y = Year of Manufacture
 9 = 2009
 0 = 2010
 1 = 2011
WW = Week of Manufacture
 01 = Week 1
 02 = Week 2
 38 = Week 38

Product Definitions

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Electrical Specifications 
Typical Characteristics
(WiMAX 2.5-2.7 GHz capable 
with tuning. See Frequency 
Tuning Guidelines in Section 3.5).

Mechanical Specifications

Typical Efficiency, Return Loss

Antenna Radiation Patterns 2.4 GHz Band

Appendix 1
Summary of Savvi™ 3x1.5 Bluetooth®/WiMAX/ZigBee Ceramic Antenna 
Part No. M310220

M310220

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas

BT/WiFi Antenna 2.400–2.480 GHz

Peak Gain -1.3 dBi

Average Efficiency 75%

VSWR Match 1.02:1 max

Feed Point Impedance 50 ohms unbalanced

Power Handling 0.5 Watt cw

Polarization Linear

Size 3.00x1.50x1.08mm

Mounting Surface mount

Packaging Tape & Reel
M310220   : Minimum Order Quantity of 1,000 pcs 
                    Order multiples of 1,000 pcs

Typical Performance 
Ethertronics' Test 
Board PCB: 
40x60mm

Phi = 0° Plane Phi = 90° Plane Phi = 90° Plane

100318
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To optimize design using Ethertronics' Savvi™ Bluetooth®/WiMAX single band antenna, the PCB should 
use the recommended land pattern shown in the Figures below. The land patterns are composed of a 
50 ohm line connected to each antenna feed point. Ground clearance under the antenna, as shown in 
the PCB layout below, is recommended in order to maximize the antenna's performance. The antenna 
should be located along an edge of the PCB

*Note: Please see Tuning Guidelines (page 14) for more information on the matching circuit

ORIENTATION 
MARK

Antenna Pad Layout

M310220

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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To optimize design using Ethertronics' Savvi™ Bluetooth®/WiMAX single band antenna, the PCB should 
use the recommended land pattern shown in the Figures below. The land patterns are composed of a 
50 ohm line connected to each antenna feed point. Ground clearance under the antenna, as shown in 
the PCB layout below, is recommended in order to maximize the antenna's performance. The antenna 
should be located along an edge of the PCB

*Note: Please see Tuning Guidelines (page 14) for more information on the matching circuit

PCB Layout

M310220

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas

100318
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Electrical Specifications 
Typical Characteristics
(ISM 868–870 MHz capable 
by changing the Major Tuning 
Component. See PCB Layout on 
following page).

(Note: the Return Loss plot at 
right used a 4.7 pF capacitor by 
Murata (GJM1555C1H4R7BB01). 
Results may change when using 
capacitors from different vendors 
due to manufacturing tolerances. 
See PCB Layout Guidelines).

Mechanical Specifications

Typical Efficiency, Return Loss (902–928 MHz)

Antenna Radiation Patterns 2.4 GHz Band

Appendix 2
Summary of Savvi™ 6x2mm ISM Ceramic Antenna 
Part No. M620720

ISM Antenna 902–928 MHz

Peak Gain 2.56 dBi

Average Efficiency 58%

VSWR Match 2.6:1 max

Feed Point Impedance 50 ohms unbalanced

Power Handling 0.5 Watt cw

Polarization Linear

Size 3.00x1.50x1.08mm

Mounting Surface mount

Packaging Tape & Reel
M620720: Minimum Order Quantity of 1,000 pcs 
                 Order multiples of 1,000 pcs 
M620720-10K: Minimum Order Quantity of 100,000 pcs. 
Order multiples of 10,000 pcs.

M620720

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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To optimize product designs using Ethertronics SavviTM ISM 800/900 antennas, the PCB should use 
the recommended land pattern shown in the Figures below. The land patterns are composed of a 50 
ohm line connected to each antenna feed point. Ground clearance around and under the antenna, as 
shown in the PCB layout below, is recommended in order to maximize the antenna’s performance. The 
antenna should be located along an edge of the PCB.

ORIENTATION 
MARK

Antenna Pad Layout

M620720

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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To optimize product designs using Ethertronics SavviTM ISM 800/900 antennas, the PCB should use the 
recommended land pattern shown in the Figures below. The land patterns are composed of a 50 ohm line 
connected to each antenna feed point. Ground clearance around and under the antenna, as shown in the 
PCB layout below, is recommended in order to maximize the antenna’s performance. The antenna should be 
located along an edge of the PCB.

Ethertronics provides antenna layout files in .DXF format. This is a universal file format and should be 
converted into your specific file format.

Product specifications subject to change without notice.

PCB Layout

M620720

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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Electrical Specifications 
Typical Characteristics

Mechanical Specifications

Typical Efficiency, Return Loss

Antenna Radiation Patterns 1.575 GHz Band

Summary of Savvi™ 8x3mm GPS Ceramic Antenna 
Part No. M830120

GPS Antenna 1.575 GHz

Peak Gain 1.78 dBi

Average Efficiency 75%

VSWR Match 1.7:1 max

Feed Point Impedance 50 Ω unbalanced

Power Handling 0.5 Watt cw

Polarization Linear

Size 8x3x1.38mm

Mounting Surface mount

Packaging Tape & Reel
M830120: Minimum Order Quantity of 1,000 pcs 
                 Order multiples of 1,000 pcs 
M830120-4.5K: Minimum Order Quantity of 99,000 pcs. 
Order multiples of 4,000 pcs.

M830120

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas

Appendix 3
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To optimize product designs using Ethertronics SavviTM GPS single band antennas, the PCB should use the recommended 
land pattern shown in the Figures below. The land patterns are composed of a 50 ohm line connected to each antenna feed 
point. Ground clearance around and under the antenna, as shown in the PCB layout below, is recommended in order to 
maximize the antenna’s performance. The antenna should be located along an edge of the PCB. The recommended default 
matching component value is 100pF.

ORIENTATION 
MARK

Antenna Pad Layout

M830120

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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To optimize product designs using Ethertronics SavviTM GPS single band antennas, the PCB should use the recommended 
land pattern shown in the Figures below. The land patterns are composed of a 50 ohm line connected to each antenna feed 
point. Ground clearance around and under the antenna, as shown in the PCB layout below, is recommended in order to 
maximize the antenna’s performance. The antenna should be located along an edge of the PCB. The recommended default 
matching component value is 100pF.

*Note: Please see Tuning Guidelines (page 14) for more information on the matching circuit

Ethertronics provides antenna layout files in .DXF format. This is a universal file format and should be converted 
into your specific file format.

PCB Layout

M830120

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas

100318
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Electrical Specifications 
Typical Characteristics

Mechanical Specifications

Typical Efficiency, Return Loss

Antenna Radiation Patterns 1.575 GHz Band

Appendix 4
Summary of Savvi™ 8x3mm Bluetooth® Ceramic Antenna 
Part No. M830320

BT Antenna 2.4 – 2.5 G

Peak Gain 1.78 dBi

Average Efficiency 78%

VSWR Match 2.0:1 max

Feed Point Impedance 50 Ω unbalanced

Power Handling .5 Watt cw

Polarization Linear

Size 8x3x1.38mm

Mounting Surface mount

Packaging Tape & Reel
M830320: Minimum Order Quantity of 1,000 pcs 
                 Order multiples of 1,000 pcs 
M830320-4.5K: Minimum Order Quantity of 99,000 pcs. 
Order multiples of 4,500 pcs.

M830320

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas

100318
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To optimize designs using Ethertronics’ SavviTM Bluetooth® single band antenna, the PCB should use the recommended 
land pattern shown in the Figures below. The land patterns are composed of a 50 ohm line connected to each antenna feed 
point. Ground clearance around and under the antenna, as shown in the PCB layout below, is recommended in order to 
maximize the antenna’s performance. The antenna should be located along an edge of the PCB.

Product specifications subject to change without notice.

ORIENTATION 
MARK

Antenna Pad Layout

M830320

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas
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o optimize designs using Ethertronics’ SavviTM Bluetooth® single band antenna, the PCB should use the 
recommended land pattern shown in the Figures below. The land patterns are composed of a 50 ohm line 
connected to each antenna feed point. Ground clearance around and under the antenna, as shown in the 
PCB layout below, is recommended in order to maximize the antenna’s performance. The antenna should be 
located along an edge of the PCB.

Ethertronics provides antenna layout files in .DXF format. This is a universal file format and should be 
converted into your specific file format.

Product specifications subject to change without notice.

PCB Layout

M830320

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas

100318
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Electrical Specifications 
Typical Characteristics

Mechanical Specifications

Typical Efficiency, Return Loss

Appendix 5
Summary of Savvi™ 8x3mm WLAN Ceramic Antenna 
Part No. M830520

BT Antenna 2.4 – 2.5 GHz (b/g/n) 4.9 – 5.8 GHz (a/n)

Peak Gain 1.10 dBi 3.2 dBi

Average Efficiency 54% 69%

VSWR Match 2.6:1 max 3.0:1 max

Feed Point Impedance 50 Ω unbalanced

Size 8.00x3.00x1.38mm

Mounting Surface mount

Packaging Tape & Reel
M830520: Minimum Order Quantity of 1,000 pcs 
                 Order multiples of 1,000 pcs 
M830520-4.5K: Minimum Order Quantity of 99,000 pcs. 
Order multiples of 4,500 pcs.

M830520

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas

100318
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To optimize product designs using Ethertronics SavviTM WLAN antennas, the PCB should use the recommended land 
pattern shown in the Figures below. The land patterns are composed of a 50 ohm line connected to each antenna feed point. 
Ground clearance around and under the antenna, as shown in the PCB layout below, is recommended in order to maximize 
the antenna’s performance. The antenna should be located along an edge of the PCB.

Product specifications subject to change without notice.

ORIENTATION 
MARK

Antenna Pad Layout
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Product specifications subject to change without notice.

To optimize product designs using Ethertronics SavviTM WLAN antennas, the PCB should use the recommended land 
pattern shown in the Figures below. The land patterns are composed of a 50 ohm line connected to each antenna feed point. 
Ground clearance around and under the antenna, as shown in the PCB layout below, is recommended in order to maximize 
the antenna’s performance. The antenna should be located along an edge of the PCB.

Ethertronics provides antenna layout files in .DXF format. This is a universal file format and should be converted 
into your specific file format.

PCB Layout

M830520

Savvi™ Embedded 
Ceramic Antennas

100318




